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a b s t r a c t
In this paper, we consider the manifolds with non-symmetric connection. Using the non-
symmetric affine connection and four kinds of differentiation, 5 independent curvature
tensors Minčić (1979) [17] appear.
In the general case of a geodesic mapping f of two non-symmetric affine connection
spaces GAN and GAN , it is impossible to obtain a generalization of the Weyl projective
curvature tensor. In the present paper, we study the case when GAN and GAN have the
same torsion at corresponding points. We name such a mapping ‘‘equitorsion mapping’’.
In the work Stanković (2010) [19] we obtained quantities E
θ
i
jmn(θ = 1, . . . , 5), that are






Using the another 5 linearly independent curvature tensors, we proved that there exist
3 equitorsion projective tensors.
© 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Let us consider differentiable mapping f : between two N-dimensional differentiable manifolds GAN and GAN , in the
common by this mapping system of local coordinates [1].
Connection coefficients for these manifolds are Lijk (GAN) and Lijk (GAN). We assume that these coefficients are non-
symmetric with respect to the lower indices j and k. Geodesic mapping and it’s generalizations were investigated by many
authors, for example G.S. Hall and D.P. Lonie in [2–4], J. Mikes, I. Hinterleinter, V. Kiosak in [5–10], S.E. Stepanov in [11] and
many others.
Definition 1.1 ([12–14]). A geodesic mapping of GAN onto GAN is a diffeomorphism f : GAN → GAN under which the
geodesics of the space GAN correspond to the geodesics of the space GAN .
At the corresponding pointsM andM we can put
L
i
jk = Lijk + P ijk, (i, j, k = 1, . . . ,N), (1.1)
where P ijk is the deformation tensor of the connection L
i
jk of GAN according to the mapping f : GAN → GAN . The tensor P ijk
is non-symmetric with respect to the indices j and k, because Lijk and L
i
jk are non-symmetric.
A necessary and sufficient condition for the mapping f to be geodesic is that the deformation tensor P ijk from (1.1) has
the form
P ijk = δijψk + δikψj + ξ ijk, (1.2)
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where
ψi = 1N + 1 (L
p
ip − Lpip), ξ ijk = P ijk∨ =
1
2




From (1.1)–(1.3) it is valid





In the papers [15,16], several Ricci type identities are obtained by using the non-symmetric affine connection. In these
identities 12 curvature tensors appear, of which 5 curvature tensors are linearly independent [17]. In the following, we




































































































, A′ = Lijn;m
∨





where semicolon (;) denotes the covariant derivative with respect to the symmetric connection Lijm = 12 (Lijm + Limj).














= R +A−A′ +B −B ′, R
1
= R −B +B ′,
R
2
= R −A+A′ +B −B ′, R
2
= R −B +B ′,
R
3
= R +A+A′ −B +B ′ − 2C, R
3
= R −B −B ′,
R
4
= R +A+A′ −B +B ′ + 2C, R
4
= R + 1
3
(−A+A′ −B +B ′ − 2C),R
5
= R −A+A′ − 3B −B ′,R
6
= R −A+A′ +B + 3B ′,R
7
= R +A−A′ +B + 3B ′,R
8
= R +A−A′ − 3B −B ′.
(1.8)
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where
R = Rijmn = Lijm,n − Lijn,m + LpjmLipn − LpjnLipm. (1.9)
Proof. If we start from tensor R
1




jmn = Lijm,n − Lijn,m + LpjmLipn − LpjnLipm
= Lijm,n + Lijm,n∨ − L
i




pn + Lpjm∨ L
i






− LpjnLipm − Lpjn∨ L
i






= Rijmn + Lijm;n − Lijn;m + LpjmLipn − LpjnLipm
= Rijmn +A−A′ +B −B ′.
Following this procedure, we can prove the rest of the identities. 
2. Equitorsion geodesic mapping
In the case of geodesicmapping f : AN → AN of the symmetric affine connection spacesAN andAN , we have an invariant
geometric object (the Weyl projective tensor [18])













where Rijmn is the Riemann–Christoffel curvature tensor of the spaceAN and Rjm is the Ricci tensor. By [m, . . . , n], we denote
an antisymmetrization without division with respect to the indicesm and n.
For a geodesic mapping f : GAN → GAN , it is not possible to find a generalization of theWeyl projective tensor. For that
reason, a special geodesic mapping is defined in the paper [13].
Definition 2.1. A mapping f : GAN → GAN is equitorsion geodesic mapping if the torsion tensors of the spaces GAN and
GAN are equal i.e.





where ij∨ denotes an antisymmetrization with respect to i and j.












given by Eqs. (1.5). For named tensors, we get
magnitudes E
θ





is a tensor.We called it equitorsion projective curvature tensor andmagnitudes E
θ
, θ = 1, . . . , 4
are called equitorsion projective parameters of the first, the second, the third, and the fourth kind. If GAN (GAN) reduces to
AN (AN), the magnitudes E
θ
(θ = 1, . . . , 5) reduce to the Weyl tensorW , given by (2.1).
Lemma 2.1. For equitorsion geodesic mapping f : GAN → GAN is valid:














B = B, B ′ = B ′, C = C,
(2.3)
where A,A′,B,B ′,C, given by (1.7) are the corresponding magnitudes from GAN and A,A′,B,B ′,C are the magnitudes
from GAN .
Proof. By (;) we denote the covariant derivative in the space GAN , and from (1.7) we have
A = Lijm;n
∨
















+ (Lipn + P ipn)Lpjm∨ − (L
p
jn + Ppjn)Lipm∨ − (L
p
mn + Ppmn)Lijp∨







In the similar way, we can prove the rest of the equations. 
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Let us denote by K ijmn one of the tensors given by (1.5), or some tensorwhich is given as a linear combination of the named
tensors. Then from Eqs. (1.8) we see that the form of K ijmn is
K ijmn = R + αA+ α′A′ + βB + β ′B ′ + γC, α, α′, β, β ′, γ ∈ R. (2.4)
Using (1.1), (1.2), (2.2) and (2.3), under equitorsion geodesic mapping f : GAN → GAN , the connection between the tensors
K and K is:
K
i
jmn = Rijmn + αA+ α′A′ + βB + β ′B ′ + γC













− PpnmLijp∨ )+ βB + β




jmn = K ijmn + P ijm;n − P ijn;m + PpjmP ipn − PpjnP ipm


















It is interesting that in the last equation the coefficients β, β ′, γ do not exist, only α and α′ exist. We conclude that the
tensors which do not contain expressions A,A′ under equitorsion geodesic mapping f : GAN → GAN give equitorsion




































) . . . .
In this set of tensors, only 3 are linearly independent with respect to the unknownsA,A′,B,B ′,C.
From (2.6) we have
K
i
jmn = K ijmn + ψj;nδim + ψm;nδij − ψj;mδin − ψn;mδij
+ (ψjδαm + ψmδαj )(ψαδin + ψnδiα)− (ψjδαn + ψnδαj )(ψmδiα + ψαδim)
+α(ψnδip + ψpδin)Lpjm∨ − α(ψjδ
p
n + ψnδpj )Lipm∨ − α(ψnδ
p
m + ψmδpn)Lijp∨
+α′(ψmδip + ψpδim)Lpjn∨ − α
′(ψjδpm + ψmδpj )Lipn∨ − α




jmn = K ijmn + δij(ψm;n − ψn;m + ψmψn − ψnψm)+ δim(ψj;n − ψjψn)− δin(ψj;m − ψjψm)
+α(ψnδip + ψpδin)Lpjm∨ − α(ψjδ
p
n + ψnδpj )Lipm∨ − α(ψnδ
p
m + ψmδpn)Lijp∨
+α′(ψmδip + ψpδim)Lpjn∨ − α
′(ψjδpm + ψmδpj )Lipn∨ − α










− (α − α′)ψjLinm∨
− (α′ + α)ψmLijn
∨
+ α′ψpδimLpjn∨ , (2.8)
where denoted
ψmn = ψm;n − ψmψn.
Contracting with respect to i and n, from (2.8) one gets
K jm = Kjm + ψmj − ψjm + ψjm − Nψjm + (Nα − α)ψpLpjm∨ − (α − α
′)ψjLppm∨
− (α + α′)ψmLpjp
∨
. (2.9)
Here K jm and Kjm are the Ricci tensors of the spaces GAN and GAN respectively. From (2.9) we obtain







From last equations one gets
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Replacing (2.10) in (2.9)
K jm = Kjm −
1









− (N − 1)ψjm + (Nα − α)ψpLpjm
∨




ψjm = 1N − 1 (Kjm − K jm)−
1















N − 1 (α − α
′)ψjLppm∨
− 1












N2 − 1 (Nα
′ − Nα + α′ + α)ψjLppm∨ +
1
N2 − 1 (α − Nα
′ − Nα − α′)ψmLpjp
∨
. (2.12)
Replacing (2.12) in (2.8), we get
E
i
jmn = E ijmn, (2.13)
where we have denoted














(N + 1)2(N − 1) L
p
mp
−2(N − 1)αδijLqqn∨ − (α − Nα′ − Nα − α′)δinLqjq∨ − (N2 − 1)(α + α′)Lijn∨ 
+ 1




2(N − 1)αδijLqqm∨ + (α − Nα
′ − Nα − α′)δimLqjq∨ + (N








(Nα′ − Nα + α′ + α)δimLqqn∨
− (Nα′ − Nα + α′ + α)δinLqqm∨ − (N








2(N2 − 1)αδijLpmn∨ + (Nα








Obviously, if α, α′ ≠ 0 then the magnitude E ijmn is not a tensor and we call it the ET-projective parameter for the mapping
f : GAN → GAN . So, we state the following theorems.
Theorem 2.1. The ET-projective parameter E ijmn (2.14) is an invariant of the equitorsion mapping f : GAN → GAN .
Theorem 2.2. The invariant ET-projective parameter E ijmn (2.14) is a tensor if and only if α = α′ = 0.
3. Independent curvature tensors
In the previous paragraph we obtained 12 curvature tensors. Considering Eq. (1.8) as a system of linear algebraic
equations in unknownsA,A′,B,B ′,C. We have to determine the rank of this system. Transforming the expanded matrix
of this system into the equivalent matrix, we get
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A A′ B B ′ C
1 −1 1 −1 0 | R
1
−R
−1 1 1 −1 0 | R
2
−R
1 1 −1 1 −2 | R
3
−R
1 1 −1 1 2 | R
4
−R
0 0 −1 1 0 | R
1
−R
0 0 1 1 0 | R
2
−R
0 0 −1 −1 0 | R
3
−R
−1 1 −1 1 −2 | 3R
4
−3R
−1 1 −3 −1 0 | R
5
−R
−1 1 1 3 0 | R
6
−R
1 −1 1 3 0 | R
7
−R






A A′ B B ′ C
1 −1 1 −1 0 | R
1
−R














0 0 0 0 4 | R
4
−R
3− − − − − | −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
0 0 0 0 0 | R
1
+ 12 (R1+R2)−2R




















































































































It is easy to prove with the help of Eqs. (1.8) that (3.2) are valid.













































































































Finally, from obtained formulas we can formulate the following theorem.
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Theorem 3.1. From 12 curvature tensors in the space GAN with non-symmetric connection Lijk, there are 5 independent ones,










), given by Eq. (3.3) and the curvature
tensor R of the associated symmetric connection Lijk.
1. For tensor K
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2. For the tensor K
2























3. For the tensor K
3










































































4. For the tensor K
4






















5. For the tensor K
5




























jmn are not a tensor and we call them ET-projective parameter of the first kind and the third kind,










jmn are tensors. We call them ET-projective curvature of the second kind, the fourth kind and
the fifth kind, respectively, for the mapping f : GAN → GAN .
So, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 3.2. The ET-projective parameter of the first kind E
1
i








(3.7), the ET-projective tensor of the fourth kind E
4
i
jmn (3.9) and the ET-projective tensor of the fifth kind E
5
i
jmn (3.10) are invariants
of the equitorsion mapping f : GAN → GAN .
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4. Conclusion
In this paper,we consider equitorsion geodesicmapping, i.e. geodesicmappingbetween two spaces of thenon-symmetric
connection when torsion tensors of these spaces are equal. We found some invariant geometrical objects with respect to
thismapping. Three of these objects are tensors, and give us the possibility to carry out further investigations. It is important
to state that the expressions of these tensors are very similar. By using these tensors we can construct some new physical
and geometrical structures.
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